Introduction

Why use graphene for the assembly of nanostructures?
Graphene, with zero energy gap between the highest occupied molecular orbit and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbit (HOMO-LUMO), offers a unique two-dimensional (2-D) environment for fast electron transport and has potential applications in electronic devices [1, 2] . Other consequences of the band structure is the opacity which is wavelength independent [3] , and thermal conductivity [4] . The four edges of a graphene sheet provide significant number of centres for fast heterogeneous electron transfer [1] , when compared to single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) for which heterogeneous electron transfer occurs only at the two ends of the nanotube [5] . Consequently, graphene sheets may have wider applicability in electrochemistry [6] . While graphite is brittle, graphene's flexibility is beneficial for use in electromechanical devices [7] and energy storage devices [8] . In the energy storage devices, its weight is of extremely important and the specific area per unit weight is an important figure of merit. Graphene exhibits a theoretical surface area of 2630 m 2 g -1 , which is ~ 260 times greater than graphite and twice that of CNTs [9] . Thus, graphene provides a way of enhancing the electrochemical catalytic activity of materials by greatly increasing the high surface area [10] . The intriguing electronic, optical, electrochemical, mechanical and thermal properties of graphene make it an indispensable material in various kinds of synthesis processes.
Various inorganic nanostructures have been prepared over the last two decades due to the special properties of nanostructured materials. Previously, 2-D ZnO nanoplates [11] , 1-D PbS nanorods [12] , 0-D semiconductor materials [13] and core-shell magnetic nanoparticles have been produced [14] . However, heavy aggregation of the nanostructures, resulted by van der Waals forces between the particles, may limit their special properties and cause structural instability, thus reduce their applicability. To prevent this clustering from occurring, nanocomposites, consisting of the nanoparticles embedded within a matrix compound, can be used.
These nanocomposites preserve the unique properties of the nanoparticles whilst often having the additional performance benefits of the matrix compound itself.
With large surface area and the unique properties given above, graphene is an attractive choice as the matrix for inorganic nanostructures [15] . Functionalization of graphene sheets with various nanostructures can further enhance the properties of graphene. Heterostructures consisting of nanostructures distributed on the surface of graphene could potentially display not only the unique properties of nanostructures [16] and those of graphene [2, 17, 18] , but also additional novel functionalities and properties due to the interaction between them. Moreover, the growth of the nanostructures can take place easily when graphene is used as a matrix due to the planar structure of graphene, in comparison to the hollow tubal-shaped CNTs. The particle size and size distribution of nanostructures are small and narrow when graphene is used as a support for the growth of nanostructures [19] [20] [21] .
Inorganic nanostructures decorated graphene
Graphene nanocomposites can be made from graphene oxide (GO) which is essentially a graphene sheet containing oxy-functional groups, such as epoxy, hydroxyl, carbonyl, and carboxylic, on the surface. The reactive functional groups provide a means of attaching the nanoparticles to the graphene sheet [22, 23] . The GO starting material can be simply and economically synthesized using chemical oxidation of graphite [24] . Graphene manufactured using this highly scalable synthesis route is also popularly known as reduced GO (rGO). Using GO as a support for metallic ions, many types of different nanocomposites have been made. The overview of the types of materials and synthesis methods pertaining to the graphenebased nanostructures are presented in Table 1 along with the potential application for the nanocomposites. 
Inorganic
Interaction of nanostructures with graphene
The widely accepted mechanism for the synthesis of inorganic nanostructures decorated graphene is the attraction of the positively-charged metal ions by the polarised bonds of the functional groups on the GO. The attachment of the metal ions to the surface and edges of the GO results in a redox reaction and the formation of nucleation sites, which eventually leads to the growth of nanostructures on the 2-D graphene sheets. An example of this process is the redox hybridization process which occurs between GO and Fe 2+ to form Fe 3 O 4 /rGO nanocomposite and this is shown in Figure 1 [58] . The Fe 2+ ions are first attached to the surface by the functional groups on the surface of the GO sheets ( Figure 1a ). The GO acts as an oxidizing agent (Equation 1), effectively increasing the oxidation state of the Fe ions from Fe 2+ to Fe 3+ . This is followed by the reaction of the Fe 3+ ions, in an alkaline condition, into Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles (Equation 2) on the surface of the rGO. The complete stoichiometry is depicted by Equation 3 . During the redox reaction, the polar oxygenated functional groups on the GO sheets serve as the anchoring sites for the Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles, consequently preventing serious agglomeration of the magnetic nanoparticles ( Figure 1b ). In the case of metal/graphene, the nanocomposites are produced through simultaneous reduction of GO and metal ions [29, 31, 32] . In the absence of a reducing environment as in pure water but under the illumination of a radiating energy such as laser, the reduction mechanism of the metal ions (M 2+ ) involving the photogenerated electrons from GO are shown by Equations 4-7, where GO is partially reduced as portrayed by Equations 6 and 7 [26] .
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In the presence of a reducing agent such as sodium borohydride, NaBH 4 used for the synthesis of Ni/graphene, Ni ions and the COOH groups on the surface of the GO sheets were reduced to Ni metal and CH 2 
The incorporation of nanoparticles could be through chemisorption, physisorption, electrostatic interaction, van der Waals or covalent bonding with rGO [21, 22] . The attachment of nanostructures onto the surface of the graphene reduces the attractive interactions between the rGO sheets and, minimizes the aggregation and restacking of rGO during the reduction process [53] . Moreover, trace quantity of nanostructures on the basal planes of rGO allows uniform dispersion of the nanocomposite in polar solvents, which is otherwise impossible for rGO [20] .
A new class of graphene-based inorganic nanostructures
The morphological structure of graphene nanocomposites is varied and depends on the synthesis route. Ag/graphene was synthesized using a thermal expansion method and yielded uniformly distributed Ag nanoparticles on graphene sheets [25] (Figure 2a ). Whereas the hydrothermal approach gave an assemble pyrite structured (Figures 2e and 2f ). In the last example, some of the ZnO nanoflowers were brighter in the SEM image than others and seemed to be enveloped by a thin film of graphene. Since the functional groups, such as hydroxyl and epoxy groups, are attached to both sides of GO sheets, the ZnO nanoflowers appear on both sides of the graphene support [61] . Another method based around microwave heating has been used to make SnO 2 /graphene nanocomposite [19] (Figure 2g ). At a higher magnification (Figure 2h ), the SnO 2 nanoparticles were observed to uniformly adhere on the graphene sheets, with high density [19] . A simple, costeffective, efficient, and green in situ deposition to synthesize Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles on graphene [20] (Figure 2i ) has also been explored. The magnetic property of the Fe 3 O 4 /graphene nanocomposite allows the separation of composite from the solution by applying an external magnetic field (Figure 2j ). 
Growth processes of inorganic nanostructures on graphene sheets
In situ chemical synthesis
In situ chemical synthesis is a robust route for the formation of graphene decorated with inorganic nanostructures. The attraction of the positively charged metal ions towards the negatively charged electron cloud surrounding the oxygen atoms of the GO sheets is the initial step in the nucleation of the nanostructure on the graphene sheet. Since oxygen atoms are uniformly distributed in the starting graphene oxide sheets, a uniform decoration of nanostructures on the graphene sheets is produced after the reaction. Some metal oxides such as Fe 3 O 4 and SnO 2 can grow on the surface of rGO at room temperature [20, 39] . However, by increasing the reaction temperature, the high temperature calcination step may be able to be eliminated e.g. SnO 2 /graphene [42] . The reduction of GO may not occur during the deposition of the nanostructures on the surface of the GO, for example in the synthesis of MnO 2 /GO [61] .
To ensure the GO is completely reduced, additional reducing agents can be used. For example, in the synthesis of nanocrystal Ag/graphene, hydrazine and ammonia solution in the presence of polyvinyl alcohol were used [27] .
In situ chemical synthesis has also been described as a one-pot thermodecomposition route. When graphene sheets are directly used, a stabilizing agent such as sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS) is required along with a high reaction temperature to encourage the assembly of the nanostructure. The formation of Fe nanostructures on graphene is an example of this. [54] . Similarly, CuO/graphene was synthesized through the stabilization of graphene sheet with ethylene glycol at a high temperature [34] . For some materials, however, the high reaction temperature is not required to promote the assembly. Ag 2 O/graphene nanocomposites are an example and these were prepared in the presence of N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) under ambient conditions [33] . The stabilizing agents also function as a size-and shape-controlling agent and a reducing agent. In FeS 2 /graphene, the stabilization agent constraints the growth of FeS 2 to a gelatin micelles geometry, resulting in well-formed nanoparticles [56] . Variations of the in situ chemical synthesis include the electrode-less Ni-plating on graphene sheets [29] and the attachment of Bi 2 WO 6 nanoparticles and nanoplates onto GO by refluxing [49] .
Hydrothermal
Hydrothermal synthesis is an efficient inorganic synthesis approach for the formation of a variety of nanomaterials, catalysts, ion-conductors, and zeolites [62] under controlled temperature and pressure. This synthesis route overcomes the drawbacks of high processing temperatures and long reaction times compared to conventional aqueous chemical processing conditions [63] . It has been recognized as an environmentally friendly process because the reaction uses aqueous solutions as a reaction medium and it is carried out in an autoclave, which is a closed system. This method can also be used for the preparation of high-purity, highly crystalline, ultrafine and homogeneous powders of various single and multi-component powders [64, 65] . The autoclave used in the hydrothermal synthesis, as mentioned previously, is a closed system and so raising its temperature increases the pressure inside the vessel above the critical pressure for water which enhances the dissolution of thermodynamically unstable compounds. The high heat energy and pressure in the autoclave facilitates fracture of the macronucleus to form nano-sized particles [66] . This method has been used for the synthesis of CuO/graphene [21] , NiO/graphene [37] , ZnO/graphene [47] , and FeS 2 / graphene nano-composites [56] .
The hydrothermal systhesis methology is not restricted to pure aqueous solutions. The addition of other solvents like ethanol can be used to enhance the dispersion of gel-like GO [43] . For example, TiO 2 nanoparticles could be chemically bonded to the surface of rGO [45, 46] . Likewise, a one pot synthesis of Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles, Zn salt and GO produced Fe 2 O 3 -ZnO/ graphene nanocomposites, in which the Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles were chemically bonded to the graphene sheets. The 50 nm sized Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles were covered with ZnO nanoparticles that are less than 10 nm in size [55] .
If the solutions are not aqueous based, the method is known as the solvothermal process, for instance absolute ethanol was used as a medium for the synthesis of SnSb/graphene [57] . For the synthesis of CdS/graphene, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) not only acted as a reaction medium but also the source of sulphide and a reducing agent [67] . SnO 2 /graphene was prepared via a gas-liquid interfacial reaction, in a process similar to hydrothermal method. During the reaction, a two-phase liquid was vaporized, which allowed the Sn 4+ to react with the ammonia at gas/liquid interface to produce Sn(OH) 4 along with in situ deposited onto the graphene sheets. The Sn(OH) 4 subsequently decomposed to SnO 2 on the graphene sheets [41] . Fe 3 O 4 /graphene has also been prepared using the same process [35] .
Microwave heating
Microwave heating is believed to be more depending on the molecular properties and the reaction conditions than conventional heating [68] . Microwave syntheses have been increasingly used in the preparation of high monodispersity nanoparticles of oxides such as SnO 2 , CeO 2 and ZrO 2 [69] . Utilizing microwave energy for the thermal treatment generally leads to very fine particles in the nanocrystalline regime mainly caused by the shorter synthesis time and a highly focused localised heating. The particle size often falls in the range of 15 nm -35 nm [70] . Microwave heating also has been widely used for the fabrication of inorganic nanostructure/graphene where the particles were less than 10 nm with a narrow size distribution. In this synthesis, the graphene sheets obviously played an important role in constraining the growth of nanostructures [32, 71] . Hydrothermal method has also been combined with microwave heating to ensure a complete reduction of GO [40] .
Electrodeposition
Electrodeposition provides a facile procedure and offers precise control of the thickness of the resulting film [72] . In addition to the speed of polymerization, which can be controlled by the current density [73] , this method also enables mild processing conditions at room temperature [74] , without toxic or excess chemicals [75] . GO is coated on the surface of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) before being immersed into a salt solution. By cycling the potential, the metal salt is oxidized to metal oxide and the GO is reduced to graphene. This synthesis methodology has been used in the preparation of PbO/graphene [38] and ZrO 2 /graphene [48] .
Although it is known to be hydrophilic, GO does not peel off from the GCE surface when it is placed in aqueous electrolytes because of the interaction of hydrophobic regions of GCE and the unoxidized portions of GO [38] . It does, however, swell in an aqueous solution as water molecules bond to the GO.
The formation of the actual graphene based GCE is problematic because it is difficult to obtain a uniform dispersion of graphene in a solvent. The graphene sheets when in solution tend to form irreversible agglomerates or even restack to graphite through strong π-π stacking and van der Waals interaction. If graphene is to be used for the modification of GCE, it must first be dispersed in a stabilizer to form a homogenous dispersion before being dropped cast on the GCE surface. The inorganic nanostructures on graphene are formed by cyclic voltammetry in the appropriate salt solution. An example of this method is the synthesis Ag/graphene [28] .
Electrochemical co-deposition is another route to prepare inorganic nanostructure/graphene. Pd/graphene is an example, where a solution containing GO and a metal salt underwent voltammetry cycling simultaneously [30] .
Other unusual strategic routes
There have been several novel processing routes that have been reported. A Ag precursor was physically grounded with dry GO before the product was heated at 1000 o C for 20s to produce Ag/graphene [25] . This method produced high purity nanocomposite because the process did not require any reducing or stabilizing agents. The extreme condition spontaneously reduced the Ag ion to Ag metal, and GO to rGO. Inorganic nanostructure/graphene has also been prepared using irradiation (lasers [31] , [26] , and exposure to UV [50] ). Layer-by-layer inorganic structure/graphene can be prepared by dipping-lifting in sol-gel solution [52] . Finally, ultrasonication of the starting solution was able to generate of Mn 3 O 4 /graphene nanocomposites [36] .
Recent advances in the applications of inorganic nanostructure decorated graphene 6.1. Anode for lithium-ion batteries
Graphite-based lithium-ion batteries suffer from poor charge-discharge performance and consequently have poor power performance. In many applications like electric or hybrid cars, there will be periods of high power demand, for example accelerating to overtake a car, and this leads to increased heat dissipation in the cell and accelerated aging of the battery. The use of graphene electrodes significantly improves the power performance of the battery and has resulted in a significant number of papers. The versatility of graphene to accommodate lithium ions on both sides of its single atomic sheet provides high energy storage capacity above 600 mAhg -1 , which is higher than the theoretical capacity of graphite (372 mAhg -1 ). Recently, the use of metal oxides and metal alloys graphene nanocomposite has improved the energy storage of graphene based electrodes even more (700-4000 mAhg -1 ) [37] . The extra capacity has been attributed to the synergistic effect between the nanoparticles and graphene sheets in the nanocomposite, providing extra sites for the storage of lithium ions [35] .
In any battery application, the degradation of the storage capacity with repeated chargedischarge cycles is extremely important. The cycling performance of graphene inorganic nanostructures far exceeds that of their individual counterparts [21, 35] . Moreover, graphene inorganic nanostructures also displayed excellent reversible specific capacities at a broad range of current densities [40] [41] [42] . The good lithium cycling performance is ascribed to the structural integrity of the composite electrodes. The nanocystals located on the surface of graphene prevented the agglomeration of graphene sheets. Likewise, the graphene sheets hindered the direct contact among the adjacent nanocrystals. Minimizing the aggregation of nanocrystals and graphene sheets during discharge/charge cycling gives rise to high surface area, excellent electronic conductivity of the electrodes by forming an efficient electrically conductive network, and high carrier mobility. This heterogeneous construction also provides buffering spaces against the volume changes of nanocrystals during the lithium insertion/extraction processes.
Regardless of the type of inorganic nanocrystal, the graphene nanocomposites have generally displayed a large irreversible capacity in the first cycle [51, 57] . It is widely reported that this phenomenon may be attributed to electrolyte decomposition and formation of solid electrolyte interface (SEI) film [76] [77] [78] . Irreversible capacity is the occurrence of naturally non-recoverable charge capacity, in which the kinetics will vary depending on the battery chemistry, electrode composition and design, electrolyte formulation and impurities, and on the storage temperature [79] .
Supercapacitors
With the increase in affluence in developing countries, the energy needs are increasing and energy sustainability is of significant concern especially when the depletion of fossil fuels is also factored in [61] . Supercapacitors, also known as ultracapacitors or electrochemical supercapacitors, have several important characteristics, including prolonged life cycle [80, 81] , higher power density than batteries [82] and higher energy density [83] than conventional capacitors which have driven their use in pulse power and power backup applications [84] . According to the mechanism of charge storage, supercapacitors can be classified as i) electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs) where charge is stored at the electrode/electrolyte interface, and ii) pseudocapacitors where the charge is stored mainly by Faradaic reactions on the surface of the electrode materials [85, 86] .
Carbon-based materials are commonly used in EDLCs as electrodes because of its high electrical conductivity and outstanding long-term electrochemical stability as a result of the extraordinary chemical stability of carbon [87] . Carbon-based materials such as activated carbon [88] , xerogels [89] , carbon nanotubes [90] , mesoporous carbon [91] and carbide-derived carbons [92] have all been investigated for use as electrodes in EDLC. However, the limited charge accumulation in electrical double layer restricts the specific capacitance of EDLCs to a relatively small range of values between 90 and 250 F/g [93] . Meanwhile, pseudocapacitors like metal oxides such as RuO 2 [94] [95] [96] , NiO [96, 97] , Co 3 O 4 [98] , MnO 2 [99] , or conducting polymers including polypyrole [100] and polyaniline [101, 102] usually show poor capacitance behavior.
Recently, graphene has been used as a supercapacitor electrode material due to its high surface area, excellent stability and good conductivity [103] [104] [105] [106] . To effectively overcome the shortage of low specific capacitance, the 2-D structured graphene has been hybridized with pseudocapacitors for the preparation of supercapacitors [32, [107] [108] [109] . The specific capacitance and electrochemical stability of graphene inorganic structures is enhanced tremendously in comparison to their individual counterparts [33, 36] . The improvement of the supercapacitive behaviour is attributable to the different double-layer and pseudocapacitive contributions.
Photocatalysts
Organic effluents from industries, agricultural activities and the rapid increase in human waste as a result of the rapid population increase represents some of the most serious environmental pollutants. It is estimated that around four billion people worldwide have no or little access to clean and sanitized water supply, resulting in death, by severe waterborne diseases, of millions of people annually [110] . Photodegradation of organic pollutants has attracted increasing attention during the past decade as it appears to be a viable decontamination process with widespread application, regardless of the state (gas or liquid) or chemical nature of the process target [45, 111] . Photocatalytic oxidation is an economical process owing to the fact that it involves only a photocatalyst and light source [112] . This process does not yield toxic intermediate product, making it suitable for cleaning water environment that contains low to medium contaminants concentration [113] .
When a photocatalyst is illuminated with the light of sufficient energy, electrons in the valence band of the photocatalyst are excited into the conduction band, therefore, creating the negative electron-positive hole pairs (e − − h + ). When the photocatalyst is in contact with water, the e − − h + pairs will initiate a series of reactions and produce hydroxyl radicals, H O • and superoxide radical anions, O • + , on the photocatalyst surface. Any organic contaminants at or near to the photocatalyst surface are oxidized by the generated radicals [114, 115] . The most commonly used photocatalysts are titanium dioxide and zinc oxide, which are semiconductors. The drawback of these photocatalysts is the quick electron-hole recombination on the surface of semiconductors, which hampers the hydrogen evolution efficiency.
To manipulate the rate of electron-hole recombination, the presence of non-metal species like carbon, nitrogen, boron and fluorine are targeted to minimize photogenerated electron-hole recombination rate, thus improving quantum efficiency and expanding their useful range of operation into visible light wavelengths [116, 117] . Graphene, a uniform and thin transparent conducting material, is a potential carbon source.
Nanocrystals are not stable and prone to aggregate, which results in a reduced surface area and so limits the likelihood of the photoinduced electron-hole pairs interacting with water molecules to produce the radicals thereby decreasing the application efficiency. This can be overcome by using graphene as a supporting matrix for the photocatalyst particles, as well as an electron acceptor, to improve the efficiency of the degradation of organic pollutants [67] and durability for consecutive photodegradation cycling [45, 49] . In addition, the giant π-conjugation of graphene and two-dimensional planar structure are the driving forces for the non-covalent adsorption between aromatic molecules and aromatic regions of the graphene [45] .
Many photocatalysts have a wide band gap and so require UV light for operation. Since ultraviolet (UV) light accounts for only a small fraction (5%) of the Sun's energy as compared to visible light (45%); any shift in the optical response of a photocatalyst from the UV to the visible spectral range will have a profound positive effect on the photodegradation efficiency of a photocatalyst [118] . Incorporation of carbon is known to be able to reduce the band gap energy of a photocatalyst [116] . Photocatalysis using graphene inorganic structure could take place under the irradiation of visible light due to zero band semiconductor with symmetric K and K' [49] .
On the other hand, the photoelectrocatalytic process takes advantage of the photocatalytic process by applying a biased voltage across a photo-electrode on which the photocatalysts are supported. An enhancement of the photocurrents using graphene nanocomposite electrodes is attributed to the enhanced migration efficiency of the photo-induced electrons and enhanced adsorption activity of the aromatic molecules [46] . Photoelectrocatalytic activity is dependent on the optimal value of graphene content, as superfluous graphene will reduce the absorption efficiency of light by a photocatalyst. Experiments have shown an increase in the degradation of the aromatic molecules by the graphene nanocomposite as the applied potential was increased relative to a reference electrode [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] . This was explained by the potential causing band bending close to the electrode surface reducing the potential barriers and improving the mobility of the carrier across the electrode, and hence minimizing the probability of recombination of electrons and holes and elevating the photoelectrocatalysis efficiency [124] .
The overall excellent photocatalytic performance of graphene inorganic nanostructures is reportedly attributed to enhanced adsorptivity, extended light absorption range, efficient charge separation and transportation [45] .
Sensing platform
Many analytical methods with high sensitivity and low detection limit have been established for determination of organic and inorganic matters [125] . However, they are time consuming, expensive, require complicated instruments and a skilled operator, which are unsuitable for on-line or in-field monitoring [126] . In contrast, electrochemical analysis, which has the advantages of quick response, cheap instrumentation, low power consumption, simplified operation, time-saving, high sensitivity and selectivity, is widely applied in applications such as gas sensing, chemical sensing and biosensing [27, [127] [128] [129] .
Direct detection using bare electrode yields poor sensitivity to the target material [128] . Inorganic nanoparticles are versatile and sensitive tracers because of their high surface area, high mechanical strength but ultra-light weight, rich electronic properties, and excellent chemical and thermal stability [130] and when coupled with graphene, they provided an attractive nanocomposite for the fabrication of electrochemical sensors [33, 131] . In this regard, inorganic nanostructure decorated graphene has been proven to be an effective tool to detect low amounts of biomarker [27] , pesticide [48] , heavy metals [28, 38, 39] , and glucose [34] , with high sensitivity, selectivity, stability and reproducibility.
Other interesting applications
Besides the four major applications stated above, graphene inorganic nanostructures have also been investigated for other purposes. These include direct formic acid fuel cells, which are widely considered to be one of the most attractive power sources [30] ; providing a favourable catalytic pathway for the formation of CO 2 [31] to form CO [132] ; and producing electrocatalytic activity for methanol oxidation [32] . Other uses of the structures is to produce a photocurrent under UV light or visible light illumination to meet the demand of renewable and clean energy source [52] , assisting the conversion of solar energy into hydrogen via the water splitting process [133] , and removing chromium(IV) in water through adsorption [54] .
What does the future hold for inorganic nanostructure decorated graphene?
The significant potential of graphene-based inorganic nanostructure in solving many of today's problems is evident from the amount of effort that has been devoted to exploring the synthesis of the materials and the investigation of the materials in real-life applications. The cutting-edge research on graphene-based nanoinorganic materials has yet to mature. Drawing comparisons to silicone research, the interest will continue to grow until commercial products using graphene are realized. The simple and scalable production of GO, a derivative of graphene, that is rich in oxygenous functional groups, is encouragement for researchers to modify the surface of the one-atom thick carbon layers with a variety of inorganic nanostructures to cater for the commercial demands and needs. The quality of inorganic nanostructure decorated graphene at atomic level is assured by systematic characterization using state-ofthe-art instruments. The graphene research offers novel and exciting opportunities for the scientific community and industrialists who seek new partnerships and advances.
